
Services
Customized. According to your specifications.  
With Balluff quality.

Application advice 
through our Tech Support: 
Discuss your technical  
requirements. And take  
advantage of our expertise.

Real-world examples:
■n Selection of the correct identification procedure for an assembly line
■n IO-Link concept as a cost-effective alternative to conventional wiring
■n System consulting for radio frequency identification (RFID): identification in adverse environments
■n Recognizing multiple containers on a pallet in goods

Commissioning: 
Order expert knowledge.  
And benefit from a quick start  
of production.

Real-world examples:
■n Setting up an optical checkpoint with the BVS vision sensor
■n Consulting and support during the programming of BIS RFID systems
■n Installation and commissioning of a color detection application with the BFS color sensor

Fully customized products: 
Order individual versions  
according to your requirements: 
from preassembly to engineering 
services. And take advantage of 
the optimum.

Real-world examples:
■n Extending the housing of a BHS high-pressure resistant inductive sensor
■n Extra threads for the housing cover of a BTL micropulse travel sensor
■n Customer-specific holder for a RFID data carrier 
■n Adaptation of the characteristics for BAW analog sensors

Workshops: 
Make use of well-founded  
manufacturer knowledge.  
And benefit from application 
security.

■n Professional sensor use: Select effective principles, install sensors professionally and secure  
the reliable operation of your application

■n RFID: The right data at the right time at the right place
■n Vision sensor: Using an image processing sensor, ensure manufacturing quality in three steps
■n Vision sensor ident: Reliably identify data matrix codes with an image processing sensor
■n Industrial networking with IO-Link: Manage signals intelligently and cost-effectively

The right solutions

High application dependability

Less time required

Significant cost reduction

We give you comprehensive service over the entire life cycle of our products: 

including the conception and planning of your projects, testing and setup on site, 

and training and support. For an optimal implementation. 

This creates the greatest possible planning security and provides faster 

commissioning and an earlier start of production. This leads  

to maximum productivity and more cost-effectiveness. And you  

are relieved of day-to-day tasks, so that more time remains for your really important 

jobs. Explore all the services Balluff has available.
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